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AIntroduction
///

Much recent research' has been devoted to the- resurgence t oc-

cupational education in the community college.1_ Close examination

of the data reveals a rather traditional patternklOccupational

students, whether they/are young, old, male, female, part or full

time, take courses on the community college campus.
2

Very rarely .,

are linkages formed between the classroom and the world -of work.

Yet, an author writing'for the community and Junior College

Journal assert that "Career Education is needed to break down the

wall that separates what needs to .be learned into the theoretical

and the practibal, the liberal andthe applied. . .,. This dichotomy

in .has no basis n reality."
3

A need exists to'.examine the benefits

that accrue. to the community college and the business/industry com-

munity.

gollattscheck et. al. suggest that involving.tfie college and

'local business and industry in cooperating off-campus instruction is

productive. Such prograths will attract students who might not come

to the campus. Further, the learning experierices obtained in the

business or industry "are likely. to be more directly related to

'student and (business/industry) needs than'the typical learning ex-'

4periendes gained on campus.- 'What processes are involved in estab-
.

lish g business/industry/college cooperating instruction?
4

Hagerstown Junior College and Certain-Teed CorpOration initiated

such, a program in the Fall of 1977..- The ratiOnale,for such an

44,
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endeavor was a mutual need. Certain -Teed identified a need to up-

grade the skills of its first -line .supervisory persdtmnel. The col-

lege was concerned that its associate degree Management program

lacked visibility with its business /industry,- target population. A

successful cooperating program would address both needs.

The initial course, Management of Human Resources, was offered

ing the Fall, 1977, semester. Fourteen first -line sdpervisors

enrol ed; thirteen completed the course. Classes were conducted in

one o plant's employee canteens. Attendance was above average;

student achievement was comparable with similar courses offpred on

campus. The instructor, drawn from the college'fregular faculty(

accepted the teaching environmeht and was satisfied that the course

met existing college credit standards. What were the results of the

projects?

Project Assessment

The preceding paragraph" detailed the oper43Onai dynamics that were

used to deliver the course. Now it becomes germane to ascertain

what impact,the project had.

There are two aspects of project.assessm . The'first is the

benefit accruing to the college.. The faculty member who taught the
a

course suggested that the visibility.of,the college within the in-
,

. ,

dustry provided a degree of validity for the' management program that,

it did not possess previously. The;validity is "transferable" in

that other first-line supervisory personnel recognize that

'plant" delivery of the management program can be congruent with their
t .

4 4
.4

needs. -4 . . *
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The second aspect of project assessment is'evaluation of student

reaction t:o, the course. A survey of student opinion was administered

near the end of the course. ')The responses provide useful insights

into the perceived benefits of the:experience.

Tlyle students were asked to rate the quality of instruction; 50% .

listed it as satisfactory and 50% described it as more than satis-

faCtory. 92% of the studentS indicated that-course content was help-

ful in their job. 75% stated that they would be interested in pur-

suing other,college courses. The validity of the degree is suggested

by a YES response of 67% to the question, "Are you interested in

obtaining a college degree?" 50% of the students were interested in

taking another in-plant course,. -The questionnaire introduced several

delivery systems for,taking courses. It is revealing to note that

34% of the students were interested in taking a course offered via

educational television. .Finally, the core courses of the Management

program were listed on the questionnaire.
* The students were asked

to prioritize their preference for a second course.' The datia were4

gathered as a basis for planning future cooperation between the col-
.

lege and the corporation.

,

In essence, assessment of the course from the college and cor-.

poration perspective validates the mutuality of benefit. As,Wilson

indicates, "Fortunately, times are changing. . . . we are trying to

rejoin education with people and their enterprises:"5 The HJC

Certain-Teed model represents a productive example of the process.

What did the experience result in?

4
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Some Simple Instructions,

- 4 -

St.

-A serious, ideological barrier often exists,between the campus

and the business community. The strategic plaR by the college and

its tactical executionilwill determine whether these barriers will

be reinforped or'weakened. Our'experience suggests a genetalized

model which can be adapted to the goals and resources of a specific
-

institution. Many of these points may seem' obvious until an at-

tempt is made to apply them, and the °realization will come that ap- 4

plying this outline requires both intense effort and a degree of

creativity which are not commonplace.

1. Recognize'that you are selling a product which must meet

lee

cdmpetition-in terms.of cost, qualit , and timeliness of

delive*y. Your integrity will not be soiled if you meet

your commitments hgporably. The consumer will evaluate

.1161.1x pe'rformance in the same way as'he does a janitorial'

service. He will probably encourage or discourage other

membersof the'business community with quite reasonable

. objectivity.

2. Evaluate your resources carefully. The fact that you have

a costaccounting.pourse in your catalogue does not mean
.

that ypu can offer a,companyservice in upgrading the com-

petencies df.its,accounting staff. The fact that you ,do

2.1of'offer such a course does nicks-mean that ehe

not be offered. It is quite pbssible that arranging a
e

r. .
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.brief dialogue between an instructor and'the appropriate

individual in the corpoLtion will result in a meaning-

ful comparison of needt and a determination ,of the ability

of the college to fulfill them.

3. Identify the person who will make the buying decision.,

This is often difficult because the persOn may be organi-

zationally quite isolated from the peOple'Who 4eel the need4eel

strongly. Extensive and diplomatic probing maybe
- .

necessary. One way to approach this is to encourage key

faculty members to be actiye in'their'piofessional organi-
.

zations. Most communities large,enough%to have a college

also have chapters of engineering,"accounting, personnel, "#,

and other associations. The most elementary kind ot financial

.incentive would be to pay the 'annual membership expenses., for
4,

4:11:faculty; if this is not already done. Adjunct faculty will

also btza.good source of such informatiOn.

4. Sell only what you can deliver. A college is faced

with a problem which successful consultahts dead with Con-
A

-stantly. If the client's needs,as he perceives them, are

beyond, the competencies'of your faculty, you have essential

1y-two options. You can cheerfully admit that you cannot

provide the service. Oryqu can suggest, persuasively;

that the client redefine his needs so that you canmeet them

competently:

5. Advertise your flexibility. If the framework of your

institutional policies givqs yOu latitude in such items as

7
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choice ofj.nstructiorial materials, changes to course out-

lines, or modification of attendance policies, make these

-known to prospective clients. A corollaryf equal im-

portance is to make these areas known to your fdculty, who

might otherwise discourage potential clients.

6. Publicize your successes. Productive cooperation between__

colleges and the business world should be newsworthy because

of its relative rarity. Opportunitie's to describe these ex-

periences at professional meetings should be sought..

in summr, recognize_the practical worth 'of what you are doing.

You are not venturing into the world of profit orientation as mendi-
,

cants; you are vendors of a service which is valuable and usually

furnished in-house only by major corporations. It is also likely to

exceed in quality, at a much lower cost, Ithe services that consultants.

can ,offer.

The first phase of the Certain-Teed HJC project is completed.

What ventures are planned in 'the, future?

Conclusions: Several Future Directions.

There are three 'activities which emanate from the project.,

First,.the.in-plant course delivery will be continued.. Using data,
4

derived from the student questionnaire, 'a course has.been selected -

Management Planning and Debision Making. An appropriate instructor

is being sought, then the projeCt will enter phase two. The second.

activity is the expansion of the project to other areas of the cor-

poration. Planning is under way to deliver electrical engineering

8 Y. v
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technology courses to the plant's cadre of electricians. The model

developed with first-line supervisors seeps to be equally applicable

in a'technological setting. The third activity expands the project

beyond a single corporation. .A!series of dissemination activities.

have been initiated to determine whethei" other busihesses and in-

dustries in the college's service area would be responsive to in-plant'
4

education. Hopefully, the cooperation between Certain-Teed and HJC

can be exlanded to include other businesses and industries.

This project it representative of a burgeoning movement abroad

in America.e' Individuals in society are recognizing the need for
o.

opportunities to renew themselves in order to cope more effectively

with their daily responsibilities. They are, demanding that these

--opportunities be made available. Corporations recogniz'e.the need to

develop their human resources. The community college is an ideal in-

stitution to respond to both needs. As Gollattscheck indicates,

"Fundamentally (the c011e0) advocates that the student assume res-

ponsibility for his own education and that,his personal development

be unrestricted by traditional (constraints)."
6

The cooperation ditv

played in the Certain-Teed - Hagerstown Junior Cqllege project indi-
.

cates that the heuristic ideal described by Gollattscheck et. al. can

become real.

9
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